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Abstract—Lava tubes on the Moon are sites of considerable
geological interest and hold the potential for scientific discovery
and future human habitation. However, these subterranean
domains present daunting challenges to exploration and sampling,
including GPS-denial, communication denial, stark lighting
changes, and highly dynamical motion. Free flying spacecraft have
the mobility to explore such environments but require robust and
precise navigation for advanced autonomy. Astrobotic is
developing AstroNav to provide these capabilities and enable high
impact science and exploration on the Moon. AstroNav combines
LiDAR and stereo visual SLAM with an efficient incremental
smoothing backend to provide precise state estimation. Robustness
is demonstrated with extensive testing in a variety of domains, with
continuous performance evaluation over a large number of
datasets.

these measurements to generate a fused state
estimate. AstroNav is integrated with the Robot
Operating System (ROS) [1] for data logging and
visualization, but ROS is not required to compile and
run AstroNav. A diagram of the software architecture
is provided in Figure 1, and each module is detailed
in this section.
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INTRODUCTION
Free flying vehicles have the mobility to explore
challenging planetary environments such as
skylights, cliff-faces, and permanently shadowed
regions. Lava tubes are lunar subterranean
environment of particular scientific interest and
present significant challenges for robotic exploration,
including complete darkness, no GPS, and no
telecommunication. Free flying vehicles require
robust and precise onboard state estimation in order
to support the high-level autonomy required for
exploration and science in these extreme
environments. AstroNav is a state estimation system
that addresses these challenges by fusing stereo
vision data with robust LiDAR odometry in an
incremental smoothing backend. AstroNav is tested
with extensive simulation and real-world
subterranean field testing. This paper summarizes the
design, implementation, and testing of AstroNav.
I.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
AstroNav is partitioned into a series of frontends,
which process raw sensor measurements in parallel
with subsequent navigation measurements, and a
shared backend, which optimizes a factor graph of
II.

Figure 1. AstroNav Software Architecture

A. LiDAR Frontend

AstroNav uses a Velodyne Puck LiDAR and
implements LOAM [2]. A robust nonlinear optimizer
estimates an odometry transform that minimizes
correspondence distance between planes and edges,
which are determined iteratively using a nearest
neighbor search. Precision synchronization enables
IMU prediction of the initial relative pose, delivering
robust tracking during high-rate motion. Each 10 Hz
scan generates a relative pose odometry measurement
and a de-warped point cloud correcting for egomotion
during LiDAR scanning.
B. LiDAR Backend

In a background thread, LiDAR scans are fused
into a global map to generate map-relative pose
measurements. Map features are stored in a low

resolution (0.5 m) octree and queried based on the
current position estimate. Then, the same iterative
optimization alignment process that is used in the
frontend aligns the incoming point cloud with map
points. This map-relative measurement is
incorporated into the backend as a prior estimate of
the global pose.

frontend optimizer and used as the initialization point,
ensuring consistency between frontend and backend
reference frames.
III.

SIMULATION TESTING

C. Stereo Vision Frontend

A pair of wide field-of-view fisheye global shutter
cameras are mounted with a 30-cm baseline and
precisely triggered at 25 Hz. Image features are
initialized with adaptive non-maximal suppression
[3], triangulated, and tracked in every frame using
optical flow in the unrectified images. The
triangulated features are optimized in the real-time
local optimizer (see below) and then keyframe poses
and features are inserted into the incremental
smoothing backend.
D. Real-time Local Optimizer

A bounded set of recent LiDAR and vision frames
is optimized for every new measurement to generate
the local pose estimate of the system. Each
measurement is translated into a set of factors and
values. IMU measurements between frames are
collected and used for prediction by the IMU
frontend, and summarized IMU factors are used to
temporally connect LiDAR odometry and vision
reprojection error observations [4]. The resulting
nonlinear factor graph is adjusted using LevenbergMarquardt optimization and the optimized current
pose is transmitted to a propagator module. As
acquisition, odometry computation, and optimization
all introduce delays, the propagator module uses
recent inertial measurements and the latest optimized
state data to estimate the current pose in real-time.
This is then transmitted to the unmanned aerial
system (UAS) autopilot for GPS-denied positioning.
E. Incremental Smoothing Global Optimizer

Selected vision keyframes and LOAM absolute
map measurements are optimized with summarized
IMU data in an incremental smoothing backend based
on iSAM2 [5]. As opposed to filter-based approaches,
an efficient smoothing backend allows for real-time
operation without sacrificing accuracy due to
linearization errors or premature marginalization of
measurements. After new factors and values are
added, the latest optimized pose is transmitted to the

Figure 2. Still frame from simulation environment showing test vehicle and
generated sensor measurements.

Astrobotic has developed a drone simulation
environment, shown in Figure 2, that allows for rapid
and extensive testing of AstroNav performance and
autonomous exploration in a wide variety of
scenarios. The simulation environment is based on
Unreal Engine 4 and AirSim [6]. AirSim provides
models to simulate stereo cameras and the IMU and
Astrobotic has developed a custom LiDAR model
based on the VLP-16. The simulation environment
was also integrated with ROS such that sensor data
may be transmitted to AstroNav software via ROS
message passing in real-time. Alternatively, ROS bag
files may be recorded during simulation data
collection and played back. Simulation data is used to
assess navigation and mapping performance against
ground truth and introduce challenging scenarios,
such as dust and rapidly changing lighting.
HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The AstroNav hardware platform, which is shown
in Figure 4, integrates a VLP-16 Puck LiDAR with
stereo mvBlueFox-200wG cameras and a VectorNav
VN-100 IMU. Each sensor is triggered and
timestamped through a custom sensor trigger
controller (STC) board, which ensures accurate
alignment between measurements. The STC uses an
STM32F3 processor running custom firmware. The
LiDAR sensor only has a GPS input for
synchronization, so fake GPS NMEA data and pulseper-second signals are generated by the trigger
IV.

controller to align LiDAR timestamps with the
camera and IMU measurements.

Current testing consists of remote velocity control of
hexacopter UAS using position knowledge
determined from AstroNav onboard and in real-time.
A. Indoors

Astrobotic’s highbay provides confined space and
straightforward geometric and visual surroundings
for onboard SLAM testing. LiDAR-only, visiononly, and fused LiDAR and vision guided flights have
been successfully completed in the highbay.

Figure 3. AstroNav Hardware Architecture.

Onboard SLAM processing is performed on a
Gigabyte BRIX GB-BSi7-6500, which includes a
quad-core i7 mobile processor and 16 GB RAM. A
custom ROS driver collects, assigns timestamps, and
publishes all sensor measurements. AstroNav
subscribes to these ROS topics to perform real-time
processing and, in parallel, ROS messages are
recorded using the ‘rosbag’ tool for postprocessing.
The integrated sensor is mounted on a custom
hexacopter UAS, shown in Figure 5, for aerial testing.
The hexacopter, built on a Tarot 680 Pro frame,
provides 7.5 minutes of flight with two 6,600 mAh 4S
batteries. A Pixhawk 4 autopilot provides baseline
RC and GPS waypoint control. The PX4 firmware
also receives AstroNav state estimates through
MAVROS for in-the-loop testing.

Figure 5. Real-time in-the-loop AstroNav test flight in the Astrobotic highbay,
showing the UAS in the upper center and the navigation output in the bottom
left.

B. Outdoors

Figure 6. AstroNav flight data from two different outdoors test flights,
showing GPS trajectory in green, the AstroNav trajectory in white, and the
LiDAR point cloud.

Astrobotic’s fastest (8 m/s) and largest area (10,000
m2) tests have been completed in the Pittsburgh area,
at two RC airfields in North and South Parks.
Example flight results are shown in Figure 7.
C. Cave

Figure 4. The AstroNav sensor package mounted on the test hexacopter
UAS platform.

FIELD TESTING
AstroNav has undergone significant field testing
in indoors, natural, cave, and volcanic environments.
V.

Initial cave-like data was collected at the Staple
Bend former railroad tunnel near Johnstown, PA.
This tunnel features a finished entrance and exit with
an unfinished cave-like center. Handheld and bikemounted datasets at this location have demonstrated
successful LiDAR navigation in a relevant
environment as well as autonomous transitions
between lit and dark environments for visual sensing.
A view of this dataset is provided in Figure 8.

Figure 7. LiDAR, image, and reconstructed view of the AstroNav
"tunnel" dataset.

Five AstroNav-guided UAS flights have been
completed in the Rapps limestone cave in West
Virginia with the support of the West Virginia
Association of Cave Studies (WVACS), for a total of
30 minutes of data. These flights demonstrated realtime LiDAR state estimation and AstroNav assisted
remote controlled flight in a constrained
environment. An image from one cave dataset is
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Top: LiDAR map from cave dataset, Bottom: UAS in flight in
cave.

D. Volcanic

Forty flights, ranging between ninety seconds and
eight minutes, have been completed in terrestrial
volcanic environments at the Potrillo volcanic field in
New Mexico, including Aden crater and Kilbourne
hole. Both of these sites have previously been used
for astronaut geological training due to the extensive
lunar-relevant geometry. Volcanic cliff-faces and
collapse pits were the primary focal points of these
tests in order to validate performance in environments
relevant to lunar volcanic sites such as skylights and
lava tubes.

Figure 9. UAS in flight at a volcanic pit in the Potrillo volcanic fields in New
Mexico. Inset: Camera image with tracked features.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The first key metric is navigation drift in UAS
flight tests, which is critical for safe and effective
subterranean exploration. Currently, we quantify drift
in comparison to the Pixhawk GPS, which is
relatively low quality but still provides accurate start
and end locations. Over 10 UAS flight datasets, we
achieve an average drift of 1.57% with a maximum
drift of 4.16%.
VI.

We also evaluate AstroNav using the publiclyavailable KITTI odometry dataset, which features
stereo camera and LiDAR data. Presently, this
evaluation is completed using the 11 ground-truth
datasets, 00-10, and the subsegment drift metric as
defined by the KITTI evaluation system. By this
metric, AstroNav achieves an average translational
drift rate of 0.622%, with a minimum of 0.548% and
a maximum of 0.735%. While this does not include
the held-out datasets, AstroNav is comparable in
performance to the top methods on the public
leaderboard.
The second key metric is real-time operating
performance. A summarized set of runtime statistics
from a representative outdoors drone flight dataset on
the flight processor are presented in
Table 1. Key results to note are that each
subsystem operates at or below the allocated runtime
on average.
TABLE 1: SUMMARIZED PERFORMANCE STATISTICS, SECONDS
Measure

Stereo

LiDAR

Map

Local

Global

Allocation

0.03

0.09

0.1

0.01

0.10

Mean
Median
Max
99th Percentile

0.03
0.02
0.11
0.07

0.03
0.03
0.09
0.07

0.08
0.07
0.18
0.15

0.00
0.00
0.03
0.01

0.02
0.02
0.34
0.06
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